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For the Subiaco student, student
life means so much more than the
hours spent in uniform carrying
bookbags and jotting down
homework.
We are dancers, singers, game
players, skate boarders, hikers and
canoers; we are friends, fierce
opponents, rivals in the classroom,
partners in plotting a skit and
proud, loud classmates at pep
rallies.
Some of us like quiet time and
others are looking for the group
football game in the mud or the trip
to the lake or ridges. We share
snacks, tell tall tales of weekend
visits, stretch some truths, laugh at
idiosyncracies and jest.
Look at us from any angle and we
are Subiaco proud through it all

• • •
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1: Mr. Bill Wright, who often helps with making banners, drives Homecoming queen Haley Koch around the track.
2: Creating the homecoming banner took nearly 16 hours, only to be tom down by a rushing team.
3: The Homecoming ~ourt; (back row) Cole Robertson and Elizabeth Ruesewals; Emils Rigano and Hanna Schmalz; Jason Young and
Queen Haley Koch; BI11 Morton and Melissa Haar. Tessa Tencleve and Wesley Schluterman were the attendants.

Givin g their time...
The Parents Association works hard to stir up school spirit.
School spirit can be witnessed all school year. The Main Building hallway was often decorated with the
names of students participating in that week's activities. This show of pride is due to the dedication of the
Parents Association.
Mrs. Janie Harrison, (Allen - 10), has helped out since her son was a freshman. She and other mothers
spend from 8 to 1O hours a week making paper cutouts and decorating the hallway and lockers.
On major events, such as Homecoming and the Christmas dinner, up to 12 hours of work was needed to
get all the decorations made and hung up. They also operated the concession stand during home games
for basketball and football seasons.
Mrs. Barbara Heil (Bill - 12) is a common sight at any school activity hosted by the Parents Association.
She said, "The boys really appreciate it and it's great to see them smile."

1: Parents Association members Barbara Heil, Linda Freeman and Janey Harrison spend some extra time on homecoming .
2: Del Berry and Susan Tencleve are two of the dedicated volunteers who worked the concession stand dunng home games.
3: Janey Harrison decorates the trophy case for the week's upcoming game.

" I really enjoyed being
one of the ye ll leaders
at the game."
-Freddy Jones. Senior

"The pig roast was a lot
of fun. I reall y enjoyed
watching the pie eating
competition."

-Patrick Weigant,
Sophomore

Lets ear it or
Pride sh=s ;, maoy ways at S"! ~ ~e

!!0 ys

by participating in Spirit Week the week leading up to
.
.
'
.
Homecoming . It IS made up of daily themes selected by the
Student Council The dress-up ideas range from silly to
·
traditional. They include mis-match day, favorite decade day,
cowboy day and favorite sports team day Friday is saved
,
·
for the school colors, orange and blue, worn as clothing, face
painting, hats, socks and shoes.
Events were held during the Teacher Assistance period
· t e d . Q ne even t , th e egg t oss was
w here eac h c Iass pa rt·1c1pa
won by Sam Gulutzo (12) and Jude Ruesewald (12) .
Sophomores won both Tuesday's Sidewalk Art as well as
the Spin and Run event on Wednesday. Friday's event, the
obstacle course was won by the seniors
.. posters were exceptionally
.·
The team sp1nt
good this
ear
with
many
posters
winning
top
favor
Y '
•
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1· Mrs._Dianne Hart and Allen . .

Arayak1trpong (9) discuss who 1s m the

sidewalk art competition.
2. Brian Kim (9) leaps over the hurd_le

trymg to catch up. Freshmen came

in

second to last in the obsacle course .
3. Eric Siebenmorgen (8) tights to stay

m the competlt1on.

4. The junior class, despite a great
~~:~n~~:~ !~r~~::~~~;~~~r a nd
5. Zachery Bramucci (10) celebrates
catching an egg.
6 . Hunter Shanks c11 ), Andy Chen (12) ,
Terry Jones (12) , Derek Pagel,

-~~-

Frederick Jones (12), Clay Hoyt (1_2) ,
8111 Morton (12) , Jav,n Sharp (12) Judge
the new students' posters.

7. _
Baro J un (11) is dizzy after a long
0. Bill Heil (12) stumbles.

9. Jason Young (12) supports Clay Hoyt
(12) .

102 E Walnut Paris,
AR 72855
Phone:
(4 79) 963-3642
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~ien About the Hill

Over 45 students do not board full time. A special group of 32 students
drive each day to campus. They live in the surounding towns of Paris,
Subiaco and Scranton. Two students come in from the Fort Smith area.

In the Footsteps of a Day Dog
T aylor Goodson is a rare breed among day students. A tenth grader, he holds
down a full time job. Taylor is a cook/ manager at his family-run business called
Goodson's, a chain of restaurants with many specialties such as pizza, catfish , steak,
and home style. Taylor works everyday after school from 4:30 to 8 or 9. During the
summer Taylor works every day from 9 to 9, Monday through Saturday.
On days off, he still manages to hang around the restaurant bagging ice and
restocking drinks . During his free time Taylor enjoys sleeping, doing homework,
playing XBOX, and talking to girls. Taylor said , "I really enjoy working because it
teaches me how to run a business . Also it teaches me what the value of a dollar really
is."
Taylor plans to attend the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville majoring in
business and becoming a very successful business man .

r-------------~-------------, 9
Another group of madeats aretlaefhe.dayfoa-ntgl,t«r- ri.wa
yoangmenliveonc:ampa8throaghtheachoo1.weekthea-go1-me
eachweekend. Manyof thae,..,.liveln~.\!'kanu•:am1
ride hack and forth together. 1.'lley,ral,dleir. . . . . . &ida,' lut

clue and hit theopea mad again.

Whenever a five-day four-night
student drives on the same roads
weekend after weekend in pursuit of
getting home, the trip becomes repetitive.
Many students find ways to pass the time.
One of the most popular games to
play is called "Freeze Out." The objective
of this game is to see who can stand the
blistering air conditioning for the longest.
Another game that is a proven favorite
is road-side trivia games. A person who
has driven the same roads every
weekend gets to know each billboard and
store location along the way.
Guessing the next exit is another.
"Every now and then we do a dollar bet,'
said Clay Hoyt who travels 1-540 every
weekend with Brit McKenzie.
Others include Highway ABC, slug bug
and license plate searches .
Still the best way to pass the time is
zoning out to the sounds of music.
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1433 W. Walnut
Paris ,AR 72855

479-963-2421

- "Respect of our

elders"
Myung Hyun Han (10)

- "Our unity"
Joon Hee Won (12)

- "MUSIC"
Uriel Madina (9)

- .Samiconductors.
Jin LN(11)

Mike Osepa (10) came to Subiaco in
the second month of his sophomore
year from Curacao. Mike expressed
deep interest in Subiaco as he saw how
well it shaped his coach back home. an
alumnus of Subiaco.
Basketball, a relatively new sport to
Curacao, is a large part of Mike's life.
·easketball has taught me discipline
and that has helped me in all aspects of
my life.·
Mike has many aspirations, and
those goals drove him here. •1want to
be in the NBA and to do that I must
come to an American school.•
The NBA is not his only ambition; he

In the world people face many cultures as we interact in society;
the same is true of Subiaco. Exposure to the cultures of the
international students helps to better prepare the Subiaco student
for the future. Students are introduced to the cultures of many
countries such as Korea, China, Mexico, Latvia, Taiwan, and
Curacao. Subiaco is a living , breathing C.A.S.A.
Sometimes cultural emersion is difficult to accept. During
Student Council elections, one junior asked another if he ' pulled
an all white ballot. ·
Naturally there are those reluctant to accept others, but where
society falls there are inspirational risings. This year the freshmen
elected a Korean class president, and a much larger portion of the
Student Council is international. This diversity in the governing
student body of the academy is a great example of the student
body's willingness to fuse to form one body, Subiaco Academy.

also wants to help others. His goal is to

be a scientist and find a cure for HIV.
Mike decided that Subiaco woutd be the
best choice for a good preparation for
college. He said, •1t sets students up for
the road ahead. and the education is
excellent.·

Culture
Page Sponsor:
Hon1evn:

Cotnputcrs ' ~

25 N. Elm
Paris, AR 72855
479-963-1530

Some foreign students have a hard time
fitting in, but this is not the case for Angel
Melgoza ( 11 ) who jokes around with some
of his new friends.

In every country people play their
favorite sports for recreation. Baro Jun
(11 ) displays his hard-earned soccer
team jersey from Korea .

On Labor Day , some of the international
students enjoyed the water. These students
watch as some of their friends take off
tubing.

12 Peter Hays (11 ), who lives in Picayune,
Miss., stayed at his house for Hurricane
Katrina. Peter said, "It was cool being
inside the eye of the hurricane. There
were fallen trees everywhere.•

Alex Poradek (9), from Houston, whose
house was damaged by the recent
Hurricane Ike said. "The roof and
trimming of my house was damaged."
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Jude Ruesewald (12), who lives in the
Houston area, said, "My family was
without power for nearly two weeks." His
family came up to Subiaco for the

lol""--~lllllll!:!ll::"""""7 evacuation .

As the beginning of the 2008-2009 school year
started, Subiaco dealt with different weather
patterns. Subiaco has never experienced so much
hard rain and wind in such a short amount of time,
according to Br. Anselm. But this year, the weather
was wild.
On Aug. 25, Hurricane Gustav formed in the
Caribbean Sea and progressed rapidly and strongly.
On Sept 1, it made landfall in Louisiana. As it went
through Arkansas, Gustav brought a lot of rain and
wind. At Subiaco, it rained continuously for three
days. As Gustav made landfall , a new hurricane
was forming.

Top photo: Ivan Hur (12)
and Se Hwan Ju (12) run
to class to avoid getting
drenched.
Far right: Bill Morton (12)
and Javin Sharp (12) try to
avoid the flooded water on
the north side of Alumni
Hall.
Right: The bench makes a
nice stepping spot so that
dress shoes do not get
drenched in the heavy
rains that fell in late
summer.

Hurricane Ike formed in the Atlantic Ocean
on Sept.1 and traveled through Cuba and the
Gulf of Mexico on to the United States. On
Sept. 13, Hurricane Ike made landfall at
Galveston , Texas. This hurricane brought
about many difficulties in the Louisiana, Texas,
Arkansas area. Many students' homes were hit
with wind and rain. Some were without power
for hours, even days.
Zach Boyer (10), whose house was
damaged by Hurricane Ike said, "My house
had a lot of water damage and my roof was
obliterated."

tephen Liuu.a \\~ just ,tan:ing eighth grade
\\ hen Hurricane Katrina hit. He said. "h opened
C)CS to ,cc 1he wonderful and generous people
out 1hcrc who 100k my family in. ~

m)
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North Logan
Abstract

19 N. Elm.
Paris, AR 72855
479-963-3088

http://www. tpicks .com/pictures%20people%
20have%20sent%20me.html

http://www.tpicks.com/pictures%20
people%20have%20sent%20me.ht
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When Hurricane Katrina hi1 in 2005. Jacob
Ahearn, from New Orlean.<.. LA. was no1
expcc1ing it. He said. "I packed for two day~."
While 01hcr people recei\ed less than fhe feet
of \\TIier. Jacob ,aid, " I got 14 feet."

Cathal Gilmore. from Rockpon. ME. was
going to ,chool in ~l1v,i~s1ppi when Hurricane
Kmrina hit. He ,aid. "11 changed m) life
forever. It was de\'a\tating but in the end, I am
glad that I ended up here."

Page Sponsor:

Medi-Quik
Pharmacy

406 E Walnut St
Paris, AR 72855
(4 79) 963-1555
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lf I don't get a good
night's sleep, I end up
falling asleep in English
class.•
Walt Stevens /9)

"If I don't get a good
night's sleep , I feet as
though I do not have
the chance to learn:
Enc Siebenmorgen (8)

Sleep is hard to come by at Subiaco Academy. Many of the
boarding students lack sleep due to the long hours that are
required for extra-curricular activities, homework and keeping
friends.
Staying up late is a big factor in the sleepiness of a big
portion of the students. An inordinate amount of homework is
assigned on most nights and due to the need to socialize,
most students choose to stay up late in order to finish their
homework. This creates a dilemma for the teachers; not only
do they have to assign a detention to a student, they usually
choose to spend time out of their day to make sure the student
knows the material needed in order to pass the class.

•Lack of sleep
causes me to doze off
and makes it nearly
impossible for me to
learn the lesson.•
Dominic De Salvo (10)

•It I do not get a good
night's rest t tend to
daydream in class.·
EllioN Tobin /11)
Here it is Monday morning second period and Zack Bramucci (10), still tired
from the weekdend, loses the battle to stay awake m chemistry.

No Time for Sleep

Page Sponsor:
"Homework can keep you up all night
because it is overwhelming and can cause
You to stress out and be unable to focus in
class.·
(10)

RoberlElder

"I spend my day studying for the SAT which
causes me to push my homework back and do it
late at night or early in the morning which in turn
makes me very tired during the day.•
Andres-Martin-De-Nicolas ( 12)

Spec's
Barber
Shop

116 N. Elm St.
Paris, AR 72855
(479) 963-2363
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What Are They

Every year entertainment changes: new movies, new music, new video
games. From Batman to Harold and Kumar, Lil Wayne to Slipknot, and
Grand Theft Auto IV to Madden 09, students have many choices of
entertainment.
Some students don't have any place to watch these new movies or play
these new video games so this year, the Class of '09 has taken on the task
of beginning the renovation of the third floor TV room. This room could be
the place for those students without televisions to hang out.
This room has been unused for years and has much potential. In a
central location with open space, this room could be a central hub of
entertainment for the MB dorms.
Before it became a storage room at the end of '08, the TV room was
occasionally occupied by one or two people watching football, baseball , or
basketball games on a miniscule television set that flickered from black
and white to color. Much more could come from this huge empty space.
Lead by the senior Student Council , renovations included painting the
walls and dismantling the jail-like blue fence material separating the room
from the hallway. The ceiling, once inspected, was given the green light for
cable and air conditioning.
The potential could be a true asset. Imagine the possibility: a place for
students to watch movies or play games as a community.

50%

Someth ing fo r Entertainment
(fa: plasma T V, pinball machine. movie projecior)

27%

Something to do with [QOO.
(E:c ~nack machine. microwa\'e. stove)

23%

Movie ...?

...The Boondock Saints
-Terrence Jones

Third Floor TV Room
If you could
have one
item put in
the TV
room, what
would it be?

Doing?

- Being great stu dents and wo rk i ng
on thei r homework or chec kin g
the ir facebook> w hile plai ing •

,ome onli ne ga me

Something to do wi t h ~
(Ex: La-Z-Boy recli ner. couch. air condi 1ioning)

avorite W eekEND Pastime

"I like 10 hang out with my friends and watch
mov;es and Stuff."
- And rew Willet (12)

- Stephen

Page Sponsor:

Rose ~
Drug

i.x

1211 E. Walnut St
Paris, AR 72855
(4 79) 963-6400

Liuzza (11 )

Page Sponsor:
"I like to play video games with my
friends."

- Joseph

Plafcan (9)

" I like
mov ies

t,? play video games and watch
- Dav;d

Sun (10)

" I ~lccp .. all 1he time."
-Brendan

Thomas Spivey DDS
Darby (11)

"Play football and hang out with my friends"
- Sung Yong Cho (12)

20 E. Short Min . St
Paris, AR 72855
(479) 963-2292
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•1 think talents are
vital because 11
there were no
talents there would
be no professions
or specialization.
Our world would

'Unsung
:J-{eroes

a.i.·

i

makes
them
umque.
If we did not have them hie would be
boring.
-Chris Rudo! h 2)

19
Gregory Frederick {10)
is called by many names
and titles: one is "Rubber
Band Man" for his unusual
flexibility. Greg said, "I
have been able to bend
and put my body in odd
shapes since I was young ."
Some people cringe at
the sight of his fingers
bending back to the front of
his hand or at his ability to
walk while bent over
backwards , but it is
undoubtedly an interesting ,
amazing talent.
Greg's future as a
contortionist is slimmer as
each day goes by. Greg
said, "I am getting less
flexible now that I'm getting
older. It is now a challenge
for me to get both legs
around my head , whereas
last year I could do it with
not too much difficulty. I
guess it's just natural. "

... that Andy Chen can play the violin.
really
boring
and
everyone would be just the same."
-Jeremiah Gieselman (11)

_,.,,,
1>.a•·•s
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2010 E.Walnut St.
Paris , AR 72855
479-963-2400

Chris Trach ier (11 ) holds up his completed Rubix's Cube with
pride. After much practice, Chris can complete the puzzle
using algorithms, which took him months to memorize, in as
little as three minutes.

Jacob Haddock (1 0) pulls out all the
"stops" as he plays the church organ .
Jacob has played the organ for many
years and is requested by his community
to play weddings and other special events .

Jude Ruesewald (12) shows off his culinary
talent by making burgers with Br. Adrian
Strobel at the lake on Labor Day weekend.
Many students said that the burgers were
some of the best they had tasted at Subiaco.

. .. and the bass guitar?

Michael Osepa ( 1O) shows off his wild
moves at the fall dance, impressmg
many. Some challenged Michael, but
few were able to compete.

J. P. Thomas (10) rocks out as he
plays a new riff on his Ibanez guitar.
J.P. has played guitar for three years
and hopes lo join the Jazz Ensemble
next year.
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6965 E. State Hwy. 22
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1)u1de lij!! JJJe!UJ. :;o nutc/J ,uore.

'J1Jo:;e people ,ire of cour:;e t/Je
friend:; tlmt hept n:;from;,;oi11f!, :;tir
cr!!:zy oJJ tVe!d~eud:;, L/Je ruon1nu1te

t/Jnt /Jnd to dent wit/J our odd
irritnlio11:;, t/Je crowd ut t/Je flluc/J
tnu!e t/Jnt lnnJ!,/Jed !lt our men/
c/Joicej•

tJJJd

th·iul!, con1/Jint1tiu11:;.

JJttt U- t1L,·o iJJcftuled t/Joj·e pee;·:.,·
t/Jnt c/Jt11fenge!l our :;r1JJilJ1, t/Jt!l
tortured our per1ce, l/J!!t que.:;tioue!l
our [)!die]':;. T/J!!)' are etcbed 111 our
nte )uorie:; too.

,3 ome oft!Jo:;e 111e1110rie:; revolve
nroull!! t/JefucuftJ' nml 111011h:;, t/Je
cool:.:.;, t/JejtJJtitor:;, l/Je l!!die:j tvi!/J
our r1!!01vauce, !JJJ!l t/Je oJtej· tv/Jo

/Jelped n:;fi!! out docun1ent:;,
trnu:;cript:;, t1pp!ict1lio11:.,·, doctor
form:;, mu! :;o /JJ!JIJY ot/Jer form:; of
/Je!p.
Turn and :.,"j.JiJJ t/Jo:;e n1en1orie:.,· t!ltd
t/Jere are t/Je people llH1t 11wde !ije
ue,1rt1u!e, Ji111. am! vivid,

Dr. haron Kenney
Mr. Brad Kent
Mr, . Shirley Kiefer
Mr. Gary Kinne)
Mr. Jesse Kinney
Br. Vincem Klein

Mrs. Hermina Fox
M s. Alane Freerksen

Mr. Jason George
Mrs. Cheryl Goetz
Deacon Roy Goet z
Mr. Chris Harrison
Mrs. Dianne Hart
Br. Joseph Heath

Br. Adrian Strobel
Mr. Tim Tencleve
Mrs. Lou Trusty
Fr. Leonard Wangler
Mr. Bill Wright
Mr. Cody Wright

Tyler Carr

JiYoungAhn
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It's been real, it's been fun; in fact I could almost say ii was real fun.
Peace out.

This is the end of the Odyssey. It has been a wonderful time with you guys. I would like to thank those
people who showed me love. Without you guys, 1 would never have overcome hardships and myself. I
will be sure to keep a space in my mind for Subiaco and the class of '09. Whatever you do with your life
in the future, I pray that you will come to the pinnacle of success. I would like to thank my parents for
their hard work and devotion to me. I will never be able pay you back all that t owe .

Tyler Carr

Ji Young Ahn

AndyChen

Michael Blanchar
I thank God and my parents for giving me the chance to attend Subiaco and get an education in life
and school that wouldn't have been possible at home. To all of those in my class who helped me
make it through these four years, it hasn't always been fun but it has been memorable. Thanks for all
the help. I also want to thank all of my teachers for giving of their lime to help me learn , especially Mr.
Kinney, to whom I was the Pecos Kid , for helping me through my years here by always being a friend
even in the years that I wasn't in his classes. On one last note to underclassmen: we
were au in your place once. Get over it. God willing, you wlll be a senior in a few years.
Meanwhile respect the seniors and keep up the traditions.

Wow! Time has gone by realty fast __. Finally 1 got used to this kind of lifestyle. My four years at
Subiaco have finally gone by and I can't believe that I am graduating. • . . I want to thank my parents
because without them none of this would be possible. It is now the lime for me to face a new campus
life. GOOd luck to the Qraduating class of 2009. We are the BEST class ever.
Yu-Tsu Chen

Michael Blanchard '09

Sung Yong Cho
For my closing words to all students, present and future: No! I will NOT fix your computer!! For all of your
computer troubles , other than kicking , smacking, and beating the computer ruthlessly until it starts
working, I recommend using &quot ;the Google.&quot ; Thank you .
Now for the serious part . These past 4 years at Subi were mixed with good and bad . I've made a lot of
friends, a lot of them at one time enemies. If things seem tough , they wlll get better. I've learned many
things, some good and useful, a lot bad and useless. Among the most important of these are friendship ,
tradition , and to not worry about what other people think. I am a better person because of Subiaco, and
I'd like to thank all the faculty for helping me become one .

Don't be satisfied with what you have accomplished. With lots of patience , somehow people will
recognize what you have earned.

- Brad Boal (Class of '09)

Adam Callahan
This is it, the last year of my high school life. It has been an exciting one with many memories and
great experiences , ones I will never forget. From China to Subiaco, Arkansas , I have been across
the globe and ended up here , a place where I have made many friends and many memories. I have
always been told that you never remember your high school friends because all of you go on to do
other things, but I disagree. I feel like all of my friendships here will be ones that will last a lifetime.
The things I will miss the most will be the great weekends we had at the lake and
long nights we had up on the ridges. Thank you , Subi, for giving me the best high
school life a kid can have , thank you to all of my friends for making it enJoyable , and
thank you to my parents for giving me the opportunity to come here.

~irst of all I would like to thank my parents for allowing me to come to Subiaco. I have made many
hfe long friends throughout my journey at Subiaco and I would like to thank the class of 2009 for
always being there when I needed them . I would also like to thank the teachers for the great
education , the monks for the great example they live by , and finally God.

• Adam Callahan '09 all the time!

Thomas Canada

-

Hey guys,
First off , I would like to thank my parents for sending me to this great place called Subiaco, all others
who have given their love and support, Niki, for her never-ending inspiration, and God , for putting these
people and places in my life. To the Class of '09 , thanks for being so friendly on my first day at Subi.
That made me feel good. To the day students, especially Bill and McKenzie, thanks for being great
friends. To all the boarding students , I wish I could have had two more years with you because you
- . . ---, guys have become more than just classmates; you've become my brothers. Subiaco is a life·
changing place. I wm never forget it.
Last but not least, underclassmen , respect the upperclassmen.
Keep traditions alive!
Your Brother,
Tommy Boy

SamGulutzo
My four years at Subiaco Academy have been amazmg. First of all. I owe more thanks to Mike Welch
('70) and Pat ('64), Shern , and Justin ('02} Costello than one could g,ve in a 11fet1me. Without them ,
attending Subiaco would just be a dream in my mmd. Also, I am thankful that my parents allowed rt to
be my choice 10 attend or not. Here 1s a quote that 1 beheve should inspire my fellow members of
ought-nine and underclassmen:

. ....911!~P"..-, "You can have anything you want--if you want it bad_ly enough. You can be anything
you want to be, do anything you set out to accompltsh 1f you hold to that desire w tth
singleness of purpose." •· William Adams

Alec Harter

Terry Jones

It's been a great four years, Class of 2009, and I really enjoyed it. I'd like to thank God and my
parents for sending me here. I wouldn't have been here without them.
To all the underclassmen: keep tradition and respect the Seniors.
Peace out.

21

I thank God every day for me having the chance to attend such an incredible school that has
given me the opportunity that 1 have been given. Ever since I came here as a sophomore, I have
come to see what this school has done for me. Granted, at first 1hated this place with a passion
but as I began to think about my life I began to understand and appreciate what all this school has
given me. Underclassmen, believe me when I say that if you tough it out, once you get into your
junior and senior year here you will begin to see how Subiaco has changed your lite.
Terry L. Jones

Bill Heil
First of all I would like to thank God for making all things possible, my parents tor making the sacrifices
necessary for me to come here, and all the people that loved and supported me through the years.
Thanks to Coach T encleve for teaching me to never give up and to Coach Pugh for putting up with me
longer than any man should. A special thanks to the most patient man in the world, Mr. Goetz for letting
me be a part of the Jazz Ensemble. Last but most definitely not least the table and entire class of '09.
The memories we've made will last a life time,
Thanks, Guys. I will always be a Trojan.

SeHwanJu
Blue sky, green land, fresh air, true friends, good teachers. These are words that indicate Subiaco in
my mind. The blue sky, green land, fresh air in Subiaco always makes me to dream whatever I want.
True friends and good teachers were every1hing while I was in Subiaco. It's been two years for me to
become a senior Jn Subiaco. However, these two years were worth 200 years for me to have. Thank
You for all of my friends and teachers. I will not forget each and every memory from Subiaco such as
serving for students during Christmas dinner by Mr. Timmerman .
Everything is ready for you in Subiaco. Do not worry. Your friends are nearby you.
My school , Subiaco Academy, is my friend and soul.

JoonHoKang
I have enjoyed the past 2 ½ years t've been at Subiaco. I transferred in the middle of my junior year. I
had some good and bad times at my old school, but in the end I realized that Subiaco was the place for
me. I love this school and I have made many new friends. And thank you to my parents, my brothers
and sisters, and of course my brother-in-law. They have helped me with any conflict I have
encountered and they have encouraged me. I'm looking foiward to college and hope to make everyone
roud.

I have spent three years at Subi. And it is the last year in the Subiaco. We went through
many things. Another journey is in front of me. But I would not forget what I did , listened and
saw. Thank you, everybody, who helped me to memorize SUBIACO.

JaceKitn
I came here 2 years ago and at that time , I just experienced being the exchange
student. I was in Pennsylvania before and it is not all of the U.S. I have been here
for 3 years; Subiaco is not all of U.S. In the future I will see more views of the U.S. I
learned a lot of things from here. Subi gave me very beautiful memories with friends,
teachers, school activities and many relationships. Thanks to all and I wish to meet
you guys again someday in this world. There will be able to America or other lands.
See you.

Thank you for my parents who always worked hard to help me and provide good opportunities. I .
had lots of different experiences in Subi that 1 will never forget. I hope everyone who comes to Sub1
has a successful life. Go 2009!!!!

Will Kluempers
Wow! Four years gone. Four of the best years of my life spent here. All the good times (like cheering)
and all the bad times (like cleaning up after games). And with those tlmes, we grew in spirit, but sadly
not in height. I came here not knowing anyone. But now I'm leaving I know I have had a good time
with everyone in this class. Like Andy. Don't worry, you'll learn English . My redneck friend Scott.
And Dale, keep on digging. l want to thank Mrs. Rush for all her help , Coach Kent for baseball, and
my parents for sending me to this wonderful school.
'09 ALL THE TIMEI
Freddy Jones

I will never forget my first glimpse of Subiaco or what I learned there. I will never be able to fully
describe in words the memories which I had. These years together have been great and have
taught me a lot about the value of friends. Josh, Jav,n, Mike, Terry, I wish you all the best of luck
and success. There Is no better loss than to lose yourself in friendship. Ms. Freerksen and Mrs.
Goetz, you have been the best teachers I could ask for. Thank you . I could not have imagined a
better place.

Michael Moore

Jay Lee
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School here was great. I am going to miss my friends. I am going to miss Subi , but I am glad to be
going to college. l will take all I have learned here with me. Goodbye Subiaco.
Michael Moore

Finally, I am a senior at Subiaco Academy. Being a trouble maker most of the time, I thought I would
never step up to the graduation. Now lam stepping on the final stance of this journey. It's sad that my
boys (Bum Pak, James Lim, Dustin) left me behind here -·I kept it real for y'all--but the last three years
at Subi went by a blink of an eye. No space is ever enough to mention all my people I need tothank, but
I first thank my parents who supported me with infinite faith and love , forgiving all the troubles that
followed me. Had been urging the escape , now I look back every second I spent here. Now I am taking
off with Subi pride. I wish the best luck to y'all. Follow the flow.
P.S. - Thanks Alltel and my love Yeon Ju

Andres
Martin-de-Nicolas
This school has served as an excellent place to hide from the border patrol. I thank all of my
classmates for keeping their silence over the years. But seriously , I thank alt of my classmates,
teachers, and (sometimes) deans for making Subiaco not only bearable but also an enjoyable
experience. To any underclassmen: Make sure you don't waste your days in your dorm. There are
hidden opportunities everywhere ; you just have to look hard enough .
Also, don't neglect your classes; as a senior you'll be glad you put in
the effort. There are no shortcuts to any place worth going.

Ian McKee
To my Class ,
I will never forget you. Thank you for being there for me in the good times and the bad . I always knew
that you had my back and for that I am in debt to you . I know I haven't always be the easiest to get
along with and I thank your for being patient with me. I look forward to our class reunions and hopefully
our paths will cross again in the professional world.
Thank you and I love all of you .

Juan Pablo Mora
Firstly, I would like to thank my parents for sending me to Subiaco. To all my teachers and coaches I
want to say thank you for a11 the guidance you have given me. You have truly made me a better
Person. Subi has made me a better person ln all aspects. I appreciate all the lessons I have learned
here. They have helped me grow from a student to a man entering the real world . Finally, thanks to
the Class of '09. I'm glad I have shared these last two years with you . They have been great.
Juan Pablo

Bill Morton

Subiaco has not only been a school to me, but a home , a home for four years . 1'11 have to thank
my parents , family, and fnends for support . I've been through tough times and surpassed them
with the help of all my friends from Subiaco. I'd really like to thank all my coaches that I've had
all these years for making me a better leader, person , and teammate . I'd hke to thank all of my
teachers for showing me that 1can do anything if I pul my mind to it. Thank you all for keeping
me here and helping me become a better overall person

111i.l"""l:-:~----. - Ian

Brit McKenzie
I would first like to thank my friends and family for giving me the courage and support to come to
Subiaco. I have made many friends here that I will always remember. These last three years have
flown by, and throughout my life I will look back and recall all the experiences that I have been involved
with. It's sad to be leaving the place that 1have spent my entire high school years at , but I'm happy to
be turning a new page in my life. Even though in the long run I was here only for a
short amount of lime I have grown physically, mentally and emotionally. I will take
all the life lessons I have learned here and hopefully be able top use them to the
best of my abilities.

Scott Morton
Well, I made it. I could not have done it without the help of my family and my best fnends. Subiaco ls
an awesome school. You may not like it as a freshman or a sophomore , but trust me it gets a whole
lot better later on . I thank my grandparents, my mom, Stephaney Evens and Ashley Fogler, Vick and
Julie Fogler for being there whenever I needed them. It was a long and difficult road, but I get to go
home saying I graduated.

Trojans never die!
Brit McKenzie

Dale Moore
Wow , this is my last year at Subi . I thought that I was eager to leave. I now know that I don't want to
leave all of ya'lt behind . I just want to say good bye to the juniors. To Josh and Allen , try not to get
mouth cancer. Ethan , steroids are bad. Nick. cheaters go nowhere. And Danny, let's hope that Chris
keeps you in check. Well guys, this is my farewell. Subi has been my home and my shelter. I will never
forget you. Oh, Jeremiah, try not to kill anybody. Farewell Subi.

In Young Oh
.
Well , first of all , I want to say Thank you to you all. Because of you guys, I've learned a lot of
things for my future life and I am sure it will help me a lot ._ I really hope that you have great time m
college . I will never forget my hie in SUSI. Class of 2009 1s the BEST!!!
Thank you

-

Go 2009!
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Reagan Ryu

Joo Oh

1t is hard 10 believe that I am a senior. It seems like yesterday when I first came 10 Subiaco. The

Most of all, thanks for my parents who gave me this super opportunity to come to Subl.
Without their help, I would never have been able to make it !his far.
Life in Subi has taught me a lot. Since I came lo Subl when I was in the 10th grade, I have learned what
class pride Is, and I have learned what friendships are. I will never forget the years that I had 1n Subi.
_, _.,.., First step Is always the hardest. We did a fantastic job on our first step. Since we have finished with our
hardest one, we will do better as we go on.

friendship with my fnends at Sublaco will be remembered forever {aJong with my tennis skills). John·
Rex, Mrchael Blanchard, Scott, Dale , Alec, Andres. Jackson, Andy, Fred , and last but not least my
brother, Chris will be remembered forever as 1rue friends of mine. Mom and Dad , thank you for your
support. And thank you , God. for your heavenly blessing.

2 sweet,
0 bviously
0 ul of all the classes,
9 (non)beatable CLASS!!
-Shoo Shoo ( Joo Oh )

Emils Rigano

JavinSharp

These past four years at Subiaco have been the best and most memorable momenls of my llfe. Of
course there were some bad limes but my best friends, faculty and family helped me through the
difficult situations. I would like to thank aJI of the teachers and faculty for being there for me. There is
so much l have learned, not only in the class but also in life. I have matured greatly since I came here
as a freshman. As for my friends, my mind can't comprehend better friends than all of you . Over the
years you have not only become my friends but you are like brothers to me. Thank you
guys, for being there for me and being such good comrades. Last but not least Is
a lot of thanks and gratitude to my parents. t love you so much and want to thank
you for sending me here to Subiaco. You have given me the best head start in life
that I could ever obtain.Subiaco has been a wonderful experience; I would not
trade it for anything else .
Thank you and God speed.
- Emils Ai ano

First off 1 want to thank my mom for everything she has done for me. I can't thank her enough for
making me come here that first semester ol freshman year. It has been a great four years here. l'Ve
enjoyed every minute of it. I want to also thank my sister and the rest of my family. Coach Kent for
everythmg he's done for me during baseball and olher incidents. Coach Breed , Coach Stovall and
Coach Pugh for asking me to play football , It was really fun playing for the first time and learning the
game. Coach Beny, it's been a fun year having you as head coach. To the teachers. ,t
Was a pleasure. My brothers ln the dorms and the rest of the class of '09, we have had
many memories that I won't forget. Subiaco in general , the monks and the whole com·
'!'Unity, you all are what makes Subiaco a great place . I thank you all for makmg my
hrne here at Subi unforgettable!!!
•Javin

r----::'21C"''--,~

John-Rex Spivey

Cole Robertson

Coming to Subiaco was the best decision of my life. I would like to lhank my parents for making the
great sacnflce to send me here. I would like to thank Abbot Jerome and the monastic community,
faculty and staff, and the Subiaco support community for allowing us to come to schOOI here and
enrict, our lives forever. I would like lo thank all of my friends and classmates for being my brothers
and always helping me out when I was in need. I wltl miss a11 of you guys. Coach Stovall , thank you
for making me the person I am while I was here al Subi. Fr. Hugh, thank you for your knowledge
and lhe memories of Subiaco. Br. Joe. thank you for teaching me about the fmer
points in life and for all ol your help.
I am proud 10 be a graduate of Subiaco Academy, Keep Tradition!

This has been the best four years of my life so far. I have so many great memories that twill never
forget. I have met some of the best people here. I'm going 10 miss all of the monks. students, and
faculty. I will never forget alt lhe great times I had with my friends (I 'm gonna miss that tent, Joe). t
wm never forget you guys. Most of all I want to thank my mom for forcing me to go here and all her
support and the support from the rest of my family. I can never thank you enough , Mom. I also want
10 !hank God for my life and being able to come to such a great school. I'm going to miss this place
so much and all the good times I had here.
Peace and Love
Cole Robertson

John•Aex Spivey

Josh Stewart

Chris Rudolph
Well , this is where the Subi train wilt stop and the graduating Seniors are getting off. What an
amazing four years it's been . Thanks to all of my friends who helped make these years go by with
great ease and made each year better than the last. Thanks especially to all of the teachers who put
up with me for this long, especially to Mr. Timmerman and his unbelievable amount of patience in
answering alt of my parents' questions about the school. Subiaco has been good to all of us,
but like all good things ii must end eventually so t wish good luck to all members
of the Class of 2009.

We came through the door with a bang, and we'll slam it as hard as we can on our way out . Rules
Were broken , kids sent home. Somehow I made 11, friends still intact. Tyler, WIii, Mike - there aren't
Words to express you guys. and fifty years from now, if our lungs make ft there , I SIii! won't have those
Words. Chance, it's been a great three years. Come visit me. Ms. Freerksen, there 1s so mu,ch to say
and so Uttte words to say it with , even with the vast array of magnetic poetry, so I guess you II Just
have to read between the lines. To God. he led me here and kept me.
and my thanks are eternal.
To everyone else, Surfs Up, Catch the Wave. Hope you make 11.

Chris Rudolph AKA: Staggy

Josh Stewart

Jude Ruesewald

Wow four years is already up! I can't believe It! I would like to send out thanks lo Mom and Dad for
letting me come to this school up on the hill and I would like to thank all of my uncles and aunts for
supporting me. I would also like the thank all of the monks of Subiaco Br. Louie , Fr. Nick, Br. Adrian ,
Fr. Hugh and all of the other monks• all of you have made this an experience of a life 11me. Thanks to
the entire faculty for giving me such a good education and thanks to all of the coaches. You have
taught me how to work with other people and work as a team. It has been great playing for all of you.
!""!,..-.-"""ll THE CLASS OF '09 - what can I say? It has been great! I wouldn't have wanted to spend
it with any other class. We have had great memories together that I will never forget and I
hope to see everybody soon.
Class of 2009,
Jude Ruesewald

Andrew Willett

When J first came to Subiaco, I admit that 1was not very happy to be here , but in my lime here I have
come 10 reallze !hat I actually like being here. I might not like 11 all the time and 11 has ,ts ups and
downs , but Subi has really grown on me somethmg that l never thought would happen, Something I
want to say before I leave this place Is that It's somet1mes good to give things a chance eve~ 1f you
don't want to. Always remember the people who helped you gel wh~re you are today especially your
friends. When I leave Subi for college, the most 1mponant lhmgs I wIU remember are my fnends.
Andrew WIiiet
Class of '09

JoonHeeWon
Onward Trojans!!!

Jackson Worden
These four years have just shot by. I thank my parents for paying for me to go here and for giving me
the opportunity of a lifetime. Also I thank my awesome sister, brother-in-law and nephews for keeping
me upbeat through my first years here. I thank all of the teachers that have had to put up with me over
the last four years. And Br. Adrian and Br. Ephrem for showing me the greatest sport , tennis, and giving
me an opportunity to play for the Trojans. And finally, most important I thank my friends who have all
stuck with me through my time here. I know all of you guys will succeed in college and I look forward to
seeing more of the class of '09 down the road .
Jackson Worden

McKenzie Wright
I have lived a very privileged four years of high school in being able to attend Subiaco. The Catholic
education 1 have received has already begun to benefit me in my life. Also the opportunities I have
received in regards to college will attect me and my family for the rest of my life. I would like to thank
my parents, Bill and Lynn Wright, for providing me with the chance to attend Subiaco Academy , and I
would like to thank the support of my brothers and sisters.

My four years at Subi have been awesome! I'd like to thank my parents and my whole family for
making it possible for me lo come here. I'd also like to thank all of my coaches and teachers for
pushing me as hard as they did. I have hopefully made life-long friends with my classmates. My
advice for the underclassmen is to keep pushing because it'll be worth it in the end. Most of all I'd like
to thank God. Without him none of this could have happened.
Subiaco Trojan #10
'09 is guna shine
Jason •Opie· •zebra· Young

Ryan Yun
Looking back on the past three years, all the good and bad memories have passed my head. I was
alone and together. Thanks for the life lessons and religious faith which Subiaco has given to me. 1
learned how to enjoy my life through Subitones and tennis (Thanks, Dr. Kenney and Br. Ephrem
and Br. Adrian). I also found faith. I appreciate the best support from teachers and deans and
friends. I will miss the place called Subiaco. Good-bye and good luck for every one in the Class of

'09.
ByungHun •Ryan• Yun

"What lies behind us and what lies
e tiny matters compar. d to
before u

I: Sung Yong Cho and Ji Young
Ahn discuss \\hom they ,·oted
ror during the Student Council
elections.
2: Being a senior no longer
means that there is any hurry to
get to lunch, Brit Mckenzie, Ian
Mc.Kee and Clay Hoyt stroll.
3: Bill l\lorton, Brit !\le.Kenzie.
Jason Young and J osh Stewart
cheer loudly during the
homecoming pep rally. Josh
ten art said he looked rorward
to each week's pep rallies since
he nas a freshman.
.i: Scott i\lorton and i\lichael
Blanchard hang out with friends
during the T.A. Spirit Week
acth·ities.

I: J:l\ in Sharp listens intently
during a pre-game pep talk
before the Lamar scrimmage.
2: Brad Boal and T, ler Carr
prepare on the ang~l" alk before
the ring ceremon).
3: Ian poses 1>roudl) ,,ith one or
the run-through banners.
.i: Ji Young Ahn is a 1hree3 ea rman.
5: r,,tichael ~loore and Alec

The senior class stands
proudly afler they receive
their rings during the ring
ceremony.
Will Klucmpers and Andrew
Willett make their way out of
the roin on the day or the new
headmaster's official
installment.

much time as one can to enjoy
a nice penceful nap.

:= J_ude Ruesewald and Clay 1oYt take a break from the T.A. acth'ities during Spirit Week. 6: Hanging ou l on the benches is something
,t~•~rs enjoy, especially EmiJs Riga no and Cole Robertson. 7: Joo

Oh and In Young Oh are not related: nor do th e) come from
.:esanie city. 8: Tom Canada and l\kKenzie Wright goofofTduringYoung
T.A. 9: Rya n Yun. who won doubles in sta te. pracliced tennis
1 5
~: ~ ~

e,ery day. 10: Andy Chen, Freddy Jones, Dale Moore and Juckson Worden cheer during the Homecoming pep rall). 11: Joon
Ilg and J oon He Won get ready for 1he ring ceremony.

~0 10

k compete in the
on trca1 in South Parle
feel

Mason Branch
Arkansas

Allen Bratcher
Arkansas

Sam Brooks Arkansas
Joshua Burt Arkans:is
Woo Hoon Chung
South Korea

Benjamin C olbert
Arkansas
Brendan Darby Wes1

Vi rginia
Joshua Darr Texas
Ernie Decker Texas
Kenneth Epping Texas
Michael Fis her
Arkansas

Nathan Frederick
Arkansas

Allen Freeland Arkansas
Rodrigo Garcia de Alba

Mexico
Jeremiah Gi eselman

Arkansas
Catha) Gilmore Maine

Peter Hays Mississippi

Haro Jun South Korea

l\lichael Kasba rian
Tex:b

J a) Kendrick Texas
C hance Kid d Arkansas
.Jimm~ K o South Korea
Dae In K\\on South

Korea
Hobin Lee South Korea

l. Allen Freeland Joshua
Darr, and Nick P~well all
th ree-year boarders, r~tax
as they watch the
homecoming bonfire.
2 · Clinton Summers
Performs for the Subiaco
Jazz Ensemble. He is a
two-year day student from
Scranton, Ark.
3· Angel Melgoza and
Rodrigo Garcia de Alba
from Mexico chill at the
concession stand during
half-time.
4 · Dae ln Kwon, Jimmy
Ko, Ryan Seo, and Parker
Park, au from South
Korea, take a break from
th eir vigorous studying.
5 · Danny White stumbles
a~er participating in the
dizzy bat race during
Spirit Week. A three-year
boarder from Little Rock
Ark., he is the "Trojan '
Man• for Subiaco
A?ademy.
Right: The junior class
shows their class pride as
th ey get together at the
Friday pep rally.

"Time flies when I am
working on my an projeclS."
His artwork was on display in
lhe Chinese-American
Museum in Los Angeles.

Hobin Lee

Ryan Seo South Korea
Hunter Shanks Oklahoma
Clinton Summers Arkansas
Elliott Tobin Oklahoma

Chris Truchier Texas
Kcon Walters Texas
Daniel While Ark:insas
Byong Goo Zee South
Korea

"I have practiced two years on
my beat boxing." Jin beat
boxed for the student body at
the Annual Pig Roast held in
early October.
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Zach Boyer Texas
Zacb Bramucci
California
Caleb Brown Arkansas
J\lau Burt Arkansas
Antonio Cha South
Korea

Jun Young Chang South
Korea

Hasten Freeman
Arkansas
J oshua Gage Texas
Fcargal Gilmore Maine
Taylor Goodson
Arkansas
Jacob Haddoc k Arkansas

Myung Hyun Han South
Korea

Dominic De Salm
Arkansas
Brian Oonncllv
OkJahoma
·
Kieth Dunn Arkansas
Robert Elder Arkansas
T oby Fang China

Gregor) Frederick
Arkansa."
Allen Harrison
Arkansas

Thomas Hartman
Texas

Cheng.Fa Huang
Taiwan
ung Hwan Jaung
South Korea
Taylor Johns North

Carolina
Tae Hwan Kim Soulh

Kenneth Knight
Arkansas

Ho Jin Kwon South
Korea
James Kyle Arkansas
Augustin Lobo Mexico
Jacob Nehus Arkansas
J\lichael Oscpa Curacao

Korea

Derek Pagel Arkansas
Gran1 Piechocki

Arkansas
Alec Rheams Texas
J\ Ukcll allev Arkansas
Joev S,wre Arkansas
T) l~r &hlulerman
Arkan!ias

1
· Chemistry is a tough
course requiring
concentration and much
st
udying. Hasten Freeman
~eems to be picking it up a
little easier than Keith Dunn
R:>bert Smith and Chris
'
Stebenmorgen.
2

· Augustine Lobo from
Mexico looks at the posters
for Homecoming.
~· Frank Huang, Matt Burt,
Taylor Johns, and J.P.
mho~as get in some early
orning studying for a
Scriptures test.

~

'.eargal Gilmore from

N aine and Taylor Johns from
Orth Carolina enjoy the time
spent on the tennis courts.
5

· Hasten Freeman and
~lien Harrison portray the
sk~tet Hornets in the class

Right The Class of '1 a has
th e Trojan spirit.

"l had to adjust coming to a
small town. Shanghai is one
of the largest urban areas in
lhe world."

" It is quiet here. I like the
small community way
better th:in the bustling of
a big city."

Toby Fang

Dong Geon Shin Soulh
Korea
Chris Sicbcnmorgen
Arkansas
Bob Smith Arkansas
Bokun Sun China

J.P. T homas
Arkansas
Hla ke Wallis

Texas
Patrick Weiga nt
Oklahoma

Thomas Hartman
World History

E:a siest
.
Class ever .

Fr'es

■

■

are hard workers who care about grades and having fun. "
Jae Joan Hoon,
'12 Class President

Jun•Tae K o K orea

K~ le Kremers Arkansas
Garrell Kuna Arkansas
Jackson Mar lin Arkansa~
Ur iel ~tedina Mississi ppi
J oseph Plakan Arkansa"-

Josef Camac.ho Arkansas

J oseph Cha noine Texas
Jody C hnm i n Arkansas
Eric Did ion Florida

Riley Hurd Arkansas
J erome J a ra mill o Mi%ouri
K )'C I-l oon .Jo Korea
Yongbeum Ki m Korea

"The hardest
ndju~tmem I have
had to make was

learn ing 10 live
without my

parents.
lndepcndance b
IIOl e3S)."

.....

Ties
To
The
School
1· Jack
about son Horn was informed
( 11 ) the school by Jay Kendrick

2. Joe W'II
I
ems attended three
sum
Wee~er camps and one Discovery
dad end. His two brothers, his

froJn ~nd .his grandfather graduated
Ubiaco Academy.

3. Eries·

family . iebenmorgen also has
broth ties to the school. His
Coa ~r ~hris is a sophomore and
c Tim Tencleve is his uncle.

4. .0.be .0.1

7u~~~~

the Schoo~~ayn~~r
8

about

;;~en Jacobi heard about the
hea~~I t~rough Camp Subiaco. He
Churcha out the camp from a
onlin bulletin and from research
times~· He attended the camp three

Abe Alexander Arkansas
Aus tin Breed Arkansas
Jacob Burrow Arkansas
Seth Drewry Arkansas
Aaron Fla ke Arkansas

Being an eighth grader is ...

Jameso n Hall Arkansas
Jackson Horn Texas
Benjamin J acobi Arkansas
Lucus Koch Arkansas

Beau Lacerte Florida

Layton Nelms Arkansas
Eric Sicbcnmorgun Arkansas
Joscph\Vill ems Arkansas

~eau Lacerte

b· · awesome because we will
e~ ah legacy at Subiaco, first
g th graders ever:

"... good because we are the
first eighth grade class and it is
fun ."

Aaron Flake
.. Cool that we're going to be
the first five-year seniors to
graduate. "

Jameson Hall
.. boring because there are no
many eighth graders but it is
easier to make friends.•

I: WE do have Subi pride.
even lO wearing on our vehicle
for many to see as it heads up
1540 each weekend.
2: WE take being a student in
stride. knowing lhat there is
work to be done and gening it
done.
3: WE join clubs. promoting
the school through our
participation and
representation at such outings
as Quiz Bowl events.
4 : WE support each other.
These young men watch a
Quiz Bowl prac1ice session in
Ms. Alane Freerksen's class
after school on Mondays and
Wedne~days.

I. W E are for the mO\t pan
happy 10 be here. proud of the
tr.idition and the education.
2. WE panicipate.
Homecoming electium, arc JUM
one nf 1he m:'.IJ\y time-. ,1udents
m,e the election proce,-..
3. \\ E make friends.

W E are friends. despite grade
level or size.

\VE have our talents. some of
as musicians, or at least we
have the desire to tune our
talents.

W E have learned
light load.

10

u-avel and pack a
I. IVJ;:,.
litle 11 ~ cnJoy our days ou1 of uniform. Days before break-. :111d 1he occ:1'>ional Frida) are dre-.-. down d,1y-.. 2. WE are amaLin_g. Kenn) Ko .,how<, one of the
<1u 111111s l~at define u<-,. 3. WE h:we :.ome of the be<,t en\ ironment.!t in which to live. learn. und £.rO\\. The view out of the we\t '>1de of the Main Builc.hng in
1
bcgi ~ " ab\olutely a riot of llChool colon. . .i. WE mal.c new friend, and ne\\ residence" for the brcal-s. The e,Ot.)u,;.10 1he Mam Building mark-. the
1'v1r. ~~ing or the Thank..giving break for Ben Colbcn. 5. WE have some talcmed 1e,1cher-. too. Ou1.:;nJe the cla."1-.room. Mr. Roy and Mr-. Cheryl GoctL anll
tlry Kinney tune up for a pracuce jam for the Praise and Wo~hip group. 6. W E asl. que,;.1ion,. 111c nC\\ ,paper ,1aff intcrvic~ Mr. r..1u.:h:1c\ Burl-c.

One of tbe ma11y adva11tages
tbat Subiaco graduates pride
themselt 1es 011 is the academic
experience gained at Subiaco
Academy.
Ma11y studellls lear 1e tbis scbool
witb tbe k11owletlge and tin
can-do attitude to accomplisb
what Ibey set tbeir mind to in
tbe ",·eat world. " Graduates say
tbat witb a higb scbool diploma
u11der tbeir belt ft·om Subiaco
many of tbeir college classes
come easier to tl1em.
T/Jese graduates recog11ize ti.Jal
mucb of what they bai•e become
began witb tbeir education at
Subiaco Academy.
Students from Subi graduate
witb more tba11just a diploma;
they graduate witb the "Subiaco
Experience."

Puzzles & Experiments

Kenneth Knight (10)
completes a process of
elimination assignment
that makes him think
logically. This was
assigned to the Pre-AP
chemistry class by Mr.
Michael DePauw.

Joan Ho Kang ( 12)
works on a chemical
reaction experiment.
Joan said , "The
experiment was
interesting and even
though we made
mistakes we ended
with a good result. "

Hunter Shanks (11)
does a geometric art
project. Hunter Shanks
( 11) said, "I like the
project because there
is no shading . It just
requires a lot of
creativity."

been playing the piano
for 10 years and loves

it. He said "Composing
is hard but I like to play
the piano. "
2- Mike Moore (12)
creates a calculator
program .
Like most students he
en joys playing on his
calculator to waste time.

4- James Kyle (1O) tries
to solve a very compl ex
Sodoku puzzle . He
enjoys a challenge and
likes to spend ti me
working on these types
of puzzles.

Scien c

learn e club members listen to
th ey ~ hat type of experiment
I11
Will b: ~e doing and how they
ha ve t doing it. In the club they
O
ta not be very precise in order

E:v 8 11 wrf}ake a lot of mistakes.

Usoan Ith mi stakes the students

t:onct Y ~nd up with good
Usion to the ir experiments.

Experiments are part
of the experience in
Subiaco's science
courses. The
experiments, which are
done by students
ranging from the seniors
in AP chemistry to the
eighth graders in
physical science, cover
a broad spectrum . The
new chemistry teacher,
Mr. Michael DePauw,
tries to incorporate a lab
about every two weeks.

them as a break from
everyday book work.
One of the labs
introduced by Mr.
DePauw was the
chemical reaction lab.
This lab showed the
reactions of certain
elements when exposed
to certain conditions. The
effect of this lab was to
show that physical and
chemical change are

different and also to
show that all elements
have individual qualities.
Mr. DePauw
incorporates experiments
into what he is teaching.
He likes to see students
learn in a way that is fun
for them. He does labs to
prove points to his
students and to allow
them to get some hands
on experience.

Renaissance Day, a tradition for over 10 years, is designed to give
students a ''taste ~ of something never experienced before. This year we
had activities such as ultimate frlsbee, Cajun cooking, hiking on Mount
Magazine, watching movies, and enjoying old school recess games.
The different foods were an experience in themselves. The group in
South Park (Cajun Cookin') bolled up some exotic etouttee while the
Chinese chefs fried delicious eggrolls.
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Where to Start...
and How to Get There

Career Day, set up to prepare stu dents for the world after high school ,
allows alumni from many fields to share advice. Some of the fields
represented were military/aviation, accountin g, medicine, computer
science, architecture and engineering.

Learning from Experiences
- - ----_.-:~

Frisbee was a very popular
activity. More than 20
students participated in this
disk extravaganza. From
ultimate frisbee to disk golf,
competiti on was no rarity
as Patrick Weigant and Mr.
Michael DePauw know.

Mr. Ken neth Stovall
seems to have taught
John-Rex Spivey well.
Cajun Cooking was a
popular activity and the
food was great. Many
students cooked and
tasted crawfish etouffee

Mr. Gary Kin ney does not
need a classroom fo r his
biology lessons. He
teaches students about
many niches in the
biosphere. A group went
to Eden Falls in the Ozark

HAM , a.k.a ametuer radio
operation was no simple
task for Reagan Ryu . MrJim Kiefer, a qualified
HAM operator, traveled to
Mt. Magazine and taught
Reagan and others hoW
to master the ways of the
radio.

Leo Sharum '79, Computer
Science/Business; David Sharum '83,
Computer Science & Business; Timothy
Blaschke '84, Accounting.
Nick Hertlein '86,
Manufacturing/Maintenance; Pierson
Callahan '89, Financial Planning;
Or. Kenneth Seiter, Jr. '91 , Medicine;
Chris Ahne '92, Engineering & Architecture
& Salesi Captain Patrick Hawkins '98,
Military &Aviation; Br. Mel Stinson, O.S.B.
Religious Life/Surgical Technology.

Above: Mr
.
are all i · Leo Sharum. Mr. David Sharum, and Mr. Chris Ahne
l,)atrick ~ Pres_sed as they watch their fellow alumnus Captain
awkms ride in on a helicopter.

10P Ri

.

Qht. Cole Robertson imagines what ii is like to fly.

Aight: L

.

h1rnself ea rning the controls from Captain Patrick Hawkins
Out for ' Cl~y feels confident enough to take the OH-58 helicopter
a spin.

1. Dr. Kenneth Seiter gives
some insight Into just how
hard it is to become the
coveted position of doctor.
2. Solid financial advice
being given by Mr. Pierson
Callahan a trusted
financial advisor for Merrill
Lynch .

3. A familiar face in an
unfamiliar outfit. Br. Mel
Stinson pulled double duty
as he talked about his life
as a surgical assistant and
a monk.
4. Mr. Nick Hertlein, a man
who knows his air
conditioning , gives advice
to students about entering
the manufacturing and
maintenance business.
5. Seniors listen Intently as
they receive last minute
advice before they choose
their area of expertise.

It' no a

Fun arnd Games

SubiTones Top row : Chris Rudolph , Sung Yung Cho, Andres Martin~de-

Slugout
Boxing
Paris, AR 72855
479-963-8933

Nicolas, Reagan Ryu, Jin Lee, Peter Hays, Ryan Seo.
Second row: Parker Park, Joan Hee Won, Dong Gean Shin , J.P. Thomas,

Yungbeum Kim, Uriel Medina.
Third row: Myung Hyun Han , Anton io Cha , Se Hwan Ju, Sung Hwan JaunQ ,
r
Jimmy Ko.
Bottom row: Ryan Yun , Josh Gage, Johnathan Rhodes, Hobin Lee, Woo Ho0
Chung, Ho Jin Kwon , Hyun Min Kim.

Putting on a musical performance is no
simple task. The job is more intensive than
merely playing an instrument. De. Roy
Goetz said, " For a thirty minute
performance it usually takes around three
hours out of the students' day."
The three hours consist of loading the
van, transporting equipment, setting up and
tearing down the set, and warming up
instruments.
Preparation is a very demanding task.
Bill Heil , a senior bassist, said , "This year
we are learning harder pieces than before
and I have to work extra hard on my
fingeri ng."

Feargal Gilmore, a sophomore who
plays the saxophone, said, "We practice
everyday on the same songs and it can be
boring , but it is rewarding because you get
better at playing them ."
"A jazz band member must have
talent, dedication, and most of all a
willingness to perform," said De. Goetz.
A wiillingness to perform is more than
just loving to stir up a crowd ; it is being
willing to practicing everyday to the same
songs, working hard , and doing tedious
tasks not just the entertaining ones.

Works of Art

Emils spent many weeks
on this piece. His
effective shading earned
this piece a spot on the
display wall.

Ji said he tries to make
every piece of art his best
piece. He has tried many
forms of art including
crafts.

Jung Bum chose as his
chalk art project a design
of a rose because it
symbolized love.

1. Student art is diptayed
in the entrance to the art
building.
2. Sam Gulutzo (12)
strings beads. One of the
skills of this project was

coordinating colors.
3. Hunter Shanks (11 ) in
the AP art course works
diligently on his charcoal

piece of an animal in
hopes that this work
would be on display.
4 . Jae Joan Lee (12) gets

some words of
encouragement from art
teacher Mr. Bill Wright .

Jae creates a charcoal
drawing of the Statue of
Liberty.
5. Mrs. Gerry Sprick
teaches Jae Joan Lee
(12) glass fusion . She
helped them make glass
fusion jewelry.

Art is said to be influenced by the
artist's culture and with the many diverse
cultures at Subiaco there are many
contrasting works of art. Subiaco offers
an AP Art class for the most talented.
The students get to take on the extra
challange and also earn college credit in
the course.
But art doesn't end in the classroom.
Some teachers assign projects with a
visual element. English teacher, Mrs.
Cheryl Goetz, assigns her senior class a
project to make his own coat of arms.
This project added personality and
culture to the room. Some coats of arms
were easily pinned to the student who
made them. Fred Jones had Subiaco
baseball as his background . Joan Ho
Kang's was easily identified because of

the cultural aspect of the art. It had a
dragon and Korean script in the work.
Art doesn't stop there either. Even
the untalented have a chance at
creating something for the school.
Students created posters that
depicted the Trojans defeating the
Pirates on sea. Others were gory and
showed pirates being slain. Yet others
only rendered Subi pride with the
school colors and images of a Trojan .
Hobin Lee (11) has been to state
competitions with his art . Most visitors
to the campus can find pieces of his
artwork, among others, in the art
building and in the basement office
hall. Graduates' art work hang in the
administration hallway.

The family aspect of Subiaco
Academy is enriched by
membersbip in clubs. Some of
these clubs recog11ize bard work;
some talents; some personality.
Clubs ope11 doors to futzu·es in
leadership skills or ide11ti.fy are11as
to enhance our abilities.
Wbether it is tutori11g, guidiug
1•isitors at·ou,ul campus, relaying
iliformatio11, or e11tertaining otbers,
these clubs allow members to grow.
Tbey extend our identity: as
leaders, as 11111sicia11s, as scholars,
asfailbful men of God, as
ambassadors. Being bll'oll•ed as
members makes us more acti1•e,
more hwoh-ed i11 tbe world.
A11otber side to the existence of a
student can be tapped into tbrougb
participation in these orga11ization.

National
Honor

Society
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Executive Ollkers 2008-2009

Neu Inductees ror 2008.09 Na tiona l Hunor

Brit McKenzie. Reagan Ryu. John-Rex Spivey.

Sotiet): Top: P::urick W~igam. T) lcr

Bill Heil. Andres Martin-de-Nicolas

Schlutemi,m. Blake W:illi,. Taylor Good.son
Front: Rohen Elder. Briall Donnelly. J~hh
G:igc. Feargal Oilmort. Hobin Lee

Page Sponsor:
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1

•

'Bouti.que

114 N. Elm St.
Paris, AR 72655
479-963-4111

Top Row: Gregory Frederick. Blake Wallis. Tyler Schlutemrnn. Allen Freeland, Danny White. Tom ,
Canada. Ian McKee. and William Klucmpcrs Row 2: Uriel Medina. Kye Hoon Jo. Joseph Willems. Chl'I
Trnchicr. Joe Chanoine. Toby Fang. Cole Robertson. McKenzie Wrigh1 Row 3: Robert Elder. Cath:11
Gilmore. Feargal Gi lmore. Nick Timmerman. Jody ChaU\ in. Fred Jone),,. Jude Rue~ewald
Row-l: Be:1u L.1cene. Jimmy Ko. Jun Young Chang. Yongbeum Kim

Page Sponsor:

Cravens
Abstract

19 N. Elm St.
Paris.AR 72655
4 79-963-3068

BlueArr
The Order of the Blue Arrow is responsible for
visiting with and showing the Academy campus to
prospective students and their parents during
Discovery Weekends and other academy events.
Students inducted this year were Tom Canada,
Danny White , Fred Jones, Reagan Ryu , Elliott
Tobin, Allen Freeland, Blake Wallis and Chris
Siebenmorgen.
President McKenzie Wright (12) was chosen by the
members to lead this group of student
ambassadors.

CASA Club "as establb.hed 10 rurlher the
global kno" ledge and ""arencss or the
students around the area. Club s ponsor
~ l rs. Chandra Rush and members present
their home countr)' and ib cu lture to
students from loca l schools "ho don't Ond
many cu llu res around them.
Coun tries represented included China.
oulh Korea, Tahrnn. ~lc~,ico, Lul\ia.
USA. and Curacao. The club members

Page Sponsor:

l■■,1111

1:me11·11•t1

11 9 E. Walnut St.
Paris, AR 72855
888-335-7808

5218 E. State Hwy. 197
Scranton. AR 72863
479-938-7500

Page Sponsor:

The First

NationalBan1c
of Paris

11 E. Main St.
Paris , AR 72855
479-963-2121

I. Even though Br. Mel SLinson i-, not an acadcm)
-,1aff. a., Coury I-louse director nnd ma~ter of
ceremonies. he works with -,1uden1<; involved in
lay mini<,try. two of whom arc Joseph Chanoine
and Jacob Ahearn.
2. Deacon Ro) Goetz train:. sophomore Agu,tin
Lobo during Teachers Assistance before
Wednesday Ma.<.s.
3. Senior Andre.<, Manin-de-Nicoll'b lectors for Lhe
Sunday reading~.
4 . Bhhop Anthony Taylor was the guest celebrant

Oct. 26. Ancndants \\Crc (top row) Bo BUiler.
Patrick Weigant. (bouom row) Jeremiah
Gic1,clm:111. Hunter Shanks. Ernie Decker. Michael
Ka.-.bari:m. Jonathon Seaver

Page Sponsor:

Scott's
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15 N. Elm St.
Paris, AR 72855
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~.--+------------------------------------It is the snap of the ball, the
su•oosh of the net, the pop of the
racquets, the clash ofpads, the
pou11di11g offeet. mul the ,·oar of
f,ws that is the hem'l of Subiaco
athletics. The game is mot·e than
just the leading sco,·er or the star
quarterback; it is all of Subiaco
coming together to drfre off the
oppo11e11t.
Part of the success of Subiaco is
that it produces 11•el/-1·01mded
students. The lessons the coaches
instill 1l'itb thejerse_y 011 shapes t/Je
student u•ben it's off. It is that
moltli11g that drfres many studellts
to e:.:ce/ i11 life.
Subiaco is famous for its school
spirit. ll'hether ii be filling the gym
11•ith booming chants or screaming
at pep rallies. sports are the
backbone oftbe school's pritle.
Pritle for S11bi is ingrained i11 the
student bod_)•. lf'e are the Trojans.

"We \hould htl\e
done better Ulan
"e ended up but I
kno..,. th3l we laid
the foundation for
,omc1hing great
tocomc.R
• Adam Callahan
HPcople will
re.,pcct u. . from
on!"
• Cole
Robertson

ml\\

"The <,Cason

'08-09 was a year to
remember for Lhe
Subiaco Trojans as they
we nt 4-5. They went
undefeated in no nconference play and
o uu,cored Lhe ir opponen ts
128-16.
They put up good
fights in the rest of their
games and ca me ou1 with
a 'W' again!-il rival Ozark .
With 12 seniors leading
the team. the Trojans laid
the fo undatio n for a
dynasty.
Coach Mi chael Berry
said. "l it was! an ho nor
and a pleasure to coach
those fine young me n."
Below: M:mager.i and Slat takers Chri\
Trnc-hier and Jo<,hua Gage looked more
than exc-ited to be pan of the team on
Frida) nighb
Below right: A\<,i,tai1t coaches Brnd
Kent and Robert Pugh dbcus~ pre•gamc

"rui

£.ood and I \\ ill
mh)i it.just not

the Grass Grow
1 A timeout and

all ofiL.M
• Dale \l oon-

a brcathi.=r for

t.h~ Trojan.,· defcn\C during a
\\:lffil anJ muggy nigh1 al
Rcb ...amen Srndium. Coach

H\Ve brought
that ...,ood!M
• Sam Gulutzo

Berry ga1re many cn1hu~1a..,11t:
'>pccche,; like 1hh one
thrnughoul th.: ',CU.... Oll that
picl,.ci.1 up an often "inded group

of Trojan ..

"It Wll!iagrcat

2. Senior fullbad, J,ffin Sharp
racked up I~ of y;1rd<, thi-.
,ca,tm. taking lhc bulk of the
carrie\ 1hi, year. The running
hack corp plowed throu~h team,
all ,ca.,on on I.he ground and
through the air.

feeling 10 go from
0.9 to -4-6. ll was
u n:nec:tion of all

3. Where 11 all happen!i: the
Linc. The \tout Trojan dcfcn-.c
goe-. hcad•tO•head \~ ilh the J.C.
Wc<,(,ide offen<,e in a banlc uf
the big men.

MTwo+1wo=

the harc.1...,orL
pu1 into the
\Ca,on.'
• John•Re~

"-C

Sphc)
Football
• Jason Young

We laid the
foundation for
,ca,on,to
come.H

• Ja, in Shnrp
"Thi!li\\-a.!.
definite!) the
bc<,t year of ml
high 'iChool

Us

"'"'(

40
53
35
24
21
21
35
21
26
13

Them
0
16
0
40
40
47

48
13
34

Yo/alters lap): Sam Gulutzo, Emils Rigano, Jeremiah Gieselman. Jude Ruesewald, Keon
Pom,illc
Ca.11aha' Joa Darr, Michael Fisher, Allen Freeland, Rodngo Garcia de Alba. Adam
We\l Fork
49
Flow 2: n, Derek Pagel, Ian McKee
0 Cho ~arker Par1(. Ethan Ruesewatd, Toby Fang, Patrick Weigant Blake Wallis, Steve•
' - - - -- - - -- - '
Flow 3: achery Bramucci. Joon Hee Won, Joshua Darr, Javm Sharp. Bokun Sun
trru 8 I) Baro Jun. Dale Moore. Nick Powell. Cole Robertson. Brian Donnelly. Jimmy Ko.
Flo,,., 4 _~ker. Jason Young,_ J.P. Thomas. Jacob Nehus
0 m1ruc DeSalvo. B111 Monon. John-Rex Spivey, Chns Siebenmorgen. Jace Kim

career and I will
mi,;<,itall."

" It \\a~ a very

mcmurablc 'it'nior
) car and I hope

our.,ucce\\
continue,."

• Jude Ruese"ald

'09
Seniors

75
What football
position did you
enjoy the most?

Football
Junior
High
The junior high football
season started with a bang

.loser Camacho

a., Mi chael Berry returned n

(9)

"Linebacker.

kickoff 85 yards for a

I got 10 hit e\'ery
piny."

Daniel Han
(9)

"Dcfensi\·e
iackle. It was a
lot of fun."

Subiaco touchdown.
1. Freshman K,le Kremers CS!)
is lhe kicker for the junior hiJ:h
1eam. Kremers said, " I like ii
before 1he kick "hen I~)

'Read,' and then the "hole line
sa,s •Read).' 11 gets us all
pumped up."
2. Seth l)re\\ ry wa~ laid out

or

Jun-Tae Ko
(9)

"Defensive
1ackle, because
I got to hit."

Although the junior Trojans
competed hard they fell to
the Johnson County
WesL>ide Rebel s 46-6.
With some eligibility
issues along wi th some

the first
during the first phi)
gume. bul thanks 10 hb. block

\1ichael Ber() "as able to make
a touchdo" n in the game , ersus
JC Westside.

1. Good coache, are a
major part in learning the
fundamen1ab behind the
~11m£'. Jod) Chuu,in said.
"The co:u·hes are good a1
"hat lhe:, do. The)
inspired us to "orl.. harder
during praclice. "

2. !\ lichnel Rern rushes
pn'it defonden. lo mnke the
.i.olo toucluhmn or the

Kyle Kremers
(9)

"Kicker. because

... c:1!1()11.

I want 10 become

a profes,ion::al

.'. Ha, ing a te:un that can
"ork IOgether b ,e91
import.ant 10 succe-.s. Jacob
\hearn ~aid,'' fFootl>allJ
taughl us 1camnorl.. nnd
ho" lo ,,ork together."

l.ickersomeday."

Henjam in Jacobi
(8)

"Defensi"e
tackle. I like lO
hit people."

it was fun.~

Top: Jody Chauvin. Michael Berry. Zachar)' G;111i,-,, Jo-.el C'amncho. :md Benjamin Jacobi.
Middle: K)lc Kremer,, l,uca-. Koch, Young Joo Song. Jun-T:1e Ko. Daniel Han. anc.l Jcrnme Jaramillo.
Bollom: Jacob Ahcam. Jad.<,on I ll,m, Jo~ph Pl afcan. Eric Sicbcnmorgan, Bo 8u1lcr, and AU!'ilin Breed

sched uling

connicls Lhe

junior Trojans finished the
season with back to back
scrimmages against a select
group of senior high
player,.
Coach Mike Berry said.
"These young men
persevered and overcame
many obstacles along the

way. With hard work and
dedication all of them
became beuer football
players."

Jod:, CIH111,·in (56) lrics to l:ikc do" n thl'
opposing learn's ball carrier during u home

Adam Calla han
( 12)

"I learned to ne,·er
gi,e up. and I can
have no regret.!.. "

Senior
High

Nick Powell (1 1)
"Baskelball thb

year was a fun
experience 1ha1
taught me great
life lesson,."
Uill Heil ( 12)

"Basketball
taught me that
good thing.<, don't
la!.t foreve r. "
Michael Osepa

Age does n't

mauer on Lhe
senior hi gh

1. Keon Walters (1 1) drives in the
last minutes of the game trying to
beat Dardanelle. Keon made 15
points in this game.

2. Allen Harrison (1 0) loses the
ball for a split second against West
Fork's defense.
5. Keon Walters {11 ) made 50% of
his shots against the Sandtizards.
Walters made 12 points from the
field and three free throws.

( 10)

··1 learned to get
tougher menially
and physically
and to alway!-.
pl:1y hard."

3. Michael Osepa (1 0) scores
against Greenwood, leading the
Trojans to another victory.

Hasten Fr eenrn n
(1 0)

Fork. Though just a sophomore,
Hasten saw lots of play time.

4. Hasten Freeman {10) scores
two of his 12 points against West

6. Mikell Salley (10) goes inside
for a hard two points. Mikell had
great speed and scored ten of the
points against West Fork. making
50% of his shots on the nigh!

"Ba\ketball
taught me to be
patient while
playing."

7. Michael Osepa (10) dunks on
his opponenl, his lirsl dunk for the
Trojans. He made 100°o of his shots
against Dardanelle

i\ 1ikcll Sa lle,
(10)

"Basl-e1b:1II
taugh1 me 10 care
more about the
team than

8. Bill Heil (12) and Allen
Harrison (10) are the first ones off
the bench if the starters need a rest
or foul out. Heil is in his fourth year
on the team; Harrison is in his
second.

mr,elf."
A lle n Ha rrison
( 10)

" I learned to
alway~ do :md
nc,crsay you
can't."

Elliott Tobin
( II )

"I ,,a.<. mentored
well by my
coaches. The)
gave me a great
experience to be
pan of Trojan
basketball."
Kcon Walters
( II )

"I learned lhat the
more you
commun icate
with the team. the
bcuer off you' ll
be."

76
38

42
51

Roland
Lamar

48
69
47
55
57

57
46

Greenwood
Springdale

37

64 Charleston
43 Northside
50 Dardane lle
-49 Pottsv ille
46 Wes1 Fork
-10 Ozark
67 Clarksville
47 Boonevi lle
45 Dover
-4 1 Dardane lle
5-l O,ark

31

70 Pou sv illc

46
50

40

47
67
-19
68
35

39
52

68

-18
40

65
62

Clarksvi lle
W es1 Fork
Dover
Booneville

00
Top Row: £Ilion Tobin (1 1}. Michael Osepa (10). Bill Heil (12). Ki::
Walter,(\ I). Ad:un Callahan (\2). m:mager Keilh Dunn f 10}
Banome Row: Nick: Powell C11 ). Ha,ten Freeman C10). Allen Harri~Cln
(10). Mi,ell Salle) ( 10)

basketball team.
There arc onl y two
senior:-i thi s year.
Adam Callahan
and Bill Heil. on a
team of nine.
Adam Callahan
said. "We nre si ill a
team with great
1alcnt despite much
of it coming from
undercl ass~e n. "
Elliott Tobin
sa id. "The
opposing team
always has the
g reater number of
players. bu1 we
have the e.reater
Lal ent. "

....

Junior
High

Seib Ore" ry (8)
"lfwe played
more as a team
lhis M=ason would
have been great."

Aaron Flake (8)
"We kept geuing
belier. We stancd
slow but we're
getting better. We
practice harder and
focu<, on the game."
J odi Cham in (9)
"M) coachc,;
ha,e a different
kind or in1emi1yit's a good th ing."

John Florek (9)

r-.lr. Ja!<oon George. a
graduate of'03. rnn the
practice-. and games for the
junior high ba!.ketball
pffii!ram. Formerh a -.1udcn1
manager for the Arkan~a-.
RaLorbar.:li., and an a.-.,i,;;tant
coach :it Rogcn. High
chool. he focu<,ed on
defen'>C and ,trcngthened

I. Jason George (03'), the head coach
of the junior high. iP' e_., ad, 1cc lrom
the :.idelinc lO Luke Gubt (9).
2. Michael Berry {lJ) ,hooh from the
hox to ,core Subiaco'.! poinh ugainst
Dardandh:.

slill\.
The pla) er. leami.,"d from

3. Rile) Hun.I (9) prepares to ,hoot
while w;1m1ing up before a !!amc

him. "Coach George -.cc-.
Y.hat\ wrong and !hes it."
-.aid Luke Guist.
"When we lose and Coach
G1..-orgc ha!lo a rea!loOO to be
:mg!), ii mighl take him 15
minutes to \a) ,~ha1 he
v,ant:,." saidJo<l) Cham in

agains1 Pot1w1lle.
Breed 18) plays ado-.c
defen,ivc game .1gainst a player from
Charleston.

4. AuMm

MDuring the
b:1.'iketball seru.on I
le:imcd how to shoot
and to work with my
tcammcs on drills thm
we could apply to

iinfomwi."111

,-,thcn:db)1'em1C1h
lv11pt1rom1ht
f>cn"'--,.'fll'\lllff)

in-game .'iituations."

Boaz Hurney (9)
"Mybiggc:.t
improvement i.'i
,hooting. I have
more of a chance

to shoot on
campus."
Luke Guist (9)
"Winning in ovcnime
against Rol:ind wa-.
:1wesome bccau'iC it
wasourfirs1win. I
will not forget i1."
Beau Lacerte (8)
coaches taught
me how 10 play
offence and defen.'ic.
I rc:11ly didn't kno\\
how 10 play dcfen~.
It wa.'i tough to leam
to keep my knees
ben1 and 10 smy
down."
"The

Alle n

Ar:1_, .ikitipong (9) "I
m not the water boy;
I am the top manager.
I ,how effon in being
a manager. It take!>.
hurd work. being
prompt and good
org:miz:nion. ~
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45
46
50
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43
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54
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31
53
42
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35
30
47
50
37

Us
31
35
39
24
46
39
31
45
28
30
43
25
43
31
25
34
28
27

Belo" : Fir-,t-)earcoach ~lr.J~on
George. a fonner Subiaco ba.,ketball
pla)cr. encourage<, his team to play
hard. With o 2-17 se.hon. the team
-.1ruggled but \:lW impro\cment.

O7,ark
Roland
Charleston
Charleston

Roland
Dardanelle
Pottsville

West Fork
Ozark
Clarksville
Plain,,icw
Boonc,•illc
Dover
Dardanell e
Ozark
Potts ville
Clarksville
\Vcsl Fork

Top: Kyle Kemers. Riley Hurd. Jodi Chauvin. Luke Gui-.1. Abe Alex;inJ~
Middle: Garren Kuna. Aus1in Breed. 80:17. Burne). Aaron Flake.
Nid Timmerman. Frank Taylor
Bollom: Seth Drewry. Beau Lacenc. Eric Siebcnmorgcn. Jack-son Hortl

Elksen's
Insurance

P.O. Box 167
Paris, AR 72855
(479) 963-3006

Chris Trachier
"I plan to U$C
offseason a~ n
mean~ of
imprO\'ement.
Hopefully. nex1

Tennis

0

)Car will be as

,uccess.ful as this
year.n
tcphcn Liuz1.a

nThe tenni s

The 2008-2009 1ennis
team. wi1h 13 diven.c
players fro m all over
(including Arkansas.
Texas. Nonh Carolina.
Maine, Mexico. and
Soulh Korea). joined
toge1hcr 10 make the

I 8.
fh,c ru McKen,ie. who ha:- pla)ed for
Grc Years. ~Cr\.~ the ball 10 a

tennis season a

2-Jack

ilfld R son Worden._ Tyler Schlutcrman,

successful one. Over

half the team were new
members who joined the

~I the

tennis season and hope
to improve.
For the old tennis

Subiaco swepl both
singles and doubles for
state. a feat which had

not been done since

Stephen Liuua.

a chance for them to

prove their abi liti~ and

talents on the courts.
The team finished their

regular season 7- 1.
Six membeN
advanced 10 the distric1
tournament with three of
them advancing 10 state.

1990.
Both state
championshi ps took
place in Arkadelphia.

:l

1:;: :~

~~~~~~l;~~tchc\

o·l>;tricuennb_tcam '-how-. off

l~eir.
di\tri~~~~:.aller their\ ictorici. in the

State Champions
Three Subiaco players
won ti Lie~ at the state
tennis compelition held in
Arkadelphia Oc1. 20-21.
Juan Pablo Mora. a
two-year senior from
Mexico. won singles 4A
by defeating four
opponents.
Ryan Yun. a three-year
senior from Korea. and

players. this season was

~t:Yc~~

3
· 'the

team to try a new

pm,timc. Many of the
new player~ enjoyed the

Jackson Worden
"Tenni'- is the
greatest ,;pon. ii
was II lot of fun. n

enwnod player.

~ laylor John!-> prepares 10 return a
rvc againM a Greenwood opponent

s s,

Danny White

h~~llephcn Liuua and Ryan Y~n ~hake
fll<ttc~.With Opponents after a Vt£orou"

"Thi, year was
really fun with Br.
Adrian. I improved
,ince last yenr. I
look forv. ard to

three-

year junior from Hot
Spring,, defeated four
teams to win the 4A
doubles title.

Us
5

10
7
7

(

/'P~<>w•c
t, ilck._
~ , athal Gilmore_. _Stc~hcn Liuz1.a. Ryan Yun. Dann)
011

1. McKenzie Wright ( 12) from Paris. Ark.
al Greenwood.
2. Feargal Gilmore ( 10), a recent addition to the 1e nnis team. return~ the b.ill

during a rnntch hosted al Greenwood.
3. Brit McKcnt.ie (12) from Rogers.. Ark.. serves 1.0 a Booneville opp0ncm. He
was a recent addition to the tennis team.

While.

~rin1: C \ orden. ~cKennc Wright. Bm McKenne. Junn Pab10 Morn

1 ilYlt:ir J~~~;rach1er. Jo~h Gage. Tyler Schlutennan, Feargal Gilmore.

Them

3
0
2
2
7

9

0

9

3

JO

0

e>.pcrience for
me. I was re.ill)
proud of all the
success that we
had this '-Cason,
and I hope that
Br. Adrian has
the same ,ucces..
in the fu1ure:·

,

----...
' '"'--t-------82

Juan ~fora- 12

~1 ,1ancd playing
\I.hen I wa~ !ie\en
year<,, old becau!>e
there wa_r, a 1cam at
m) old c.chool and
e, cry year 1he) h:id
:i toumamcnL h is
really common in
Mexico to pla)
:-,UCCer."

Soccer
He kicks! He scores!!
Soccer j,; back at
Subiaco!
The Subinco soccer
team Joined 1ogethcr for
lhis year m, they tried to

forget the la!.l !WO

~:iley llurd (9) hell>'- oul 1-:0:II
but~r 'Ta> lor Johns ( ltll h) head
'af"i:~g the ball a"ay The junior
g~n,c~~ 1>rogram scheduled 11

years. This year. with
the help of Headmaster
Mike Burke and his son,
Chris, the team
cotnplcted the sea!.011.

Two deans. Mr. Edwin
Disang and Mr. Michael
DcPauw. are assistant
coaches and hope to
e<;tabli.,h soccer as a
core ,port that will
progress.
Mr. Disang and Chri,;
Buri-.e played college

:.0ecer.
Ja.-.on Young (12)

said, "Due to better
commitment by lhe team

and a more experienced
coaching staff. soccer
has begu n to rise again
at Subiaco."

I. Daniel Han. a freshman from
outh Korea. t:.1kes a break during
soccer pructice.
2. R) an \' un and Reag:in R) u.

senion. from South Korea. pla~ in a
scrimma~e match using orange nnd
t,lue,~l5.

3. Bokun Sun, rrom Otinu, prepares
to kick the soccer ball during
practice.
J. Coach \lich:.tel Burke im,lrul'ls

Ta)lor Johns. \ngel l\lcli.:01.a. and
Ke, in Lee on tcchniqut.'to ror
blocking ~hots us goalies.

2008-2009 Junior Varsity
Top Row: Coach Chris Burke,
Byong Zee. Agustin Lobo,
Zach Boyer, Jimmy Ko, Sung
Cho, Urtel Medina, Bokun Sun,
Coach Mike Burke
Middle Row: Myung Han.
Yongbeum Kim, Kye Jo, Taylor
Johns, Eric Didion, Young
Song Coach Edward Disang
Bollom Row: Allen
Arayakllipong, Joe Chanoine,
Wan Han, Angel Melgoza

Jan McKee- 12
~, ,taned playing
when (\\~four
bcc:iu-.c my mom
wouldn't lei me pla)

foo1ball and I fell in
lo"e "ith it alter the
fira-.ca.wn.~
Buro Jun- 11

"I ha,c been playing
..,mce I ,tuned
walking becau,;c
,oc"Cer i, Korea's
main spon and m)
father loves it ~

Angel Melgoza-I\
"I ha,e played
-.occer all my life
becau..<,e it is
Mexicu\ dominant
<ipon but I officially
'ililned playing when
I "a., eight years old
on a famous 1cam in

"We ha,ethe
abilit) 10 laugh
and v.c ha,e fun .H

Baseball

- Tom Ca nada
( 12 )

Few reali ze Lhe amount
" M) teammate ...

of work that goes into
taking care of a baseball
fi eld. There is 1he grass to
cu t in the outfi eld and the
rocks and weeds to
elimi nate in the infield.

are

the be,t. ..
- Chris
Sicbcnmorgcn ( I 0)

"M) teammate ... are
\'er. dri,en and
hardworking."
- Joe) a)rc ( IO)

Pl ayers and coaches g i ve

Alumni Field a face lift
after its use as a practice
field for footbal l.
New grass is planted,
new dirt is layed and

Sicbenmorgcn_ p;1lrn!i a
~;,tt:~~lcady<lcrtoChri,
mul..e a throw to third.

occasiona ll y the dugo ut s

,
J. Coal·he B
Pnhlm . ' rad Kem and Ja,nn
dcr ~icr meet \.\-1th pla)ef\ alter u ,tout
cn,i\e hall-mnmi.

get repainted.
Pre-season for the
baseball team consists of
as much dirt work and
technique a\

rock work as it does

I. Sam Gulul/.o (20)

hittin g and catching. The
work is not glorious nor
fun but it is wonh it in the
end to make Alumni Field
one of the best playing
fie lds in the conFerence.

he- i.hdes into ...ccond JU,t bcfor<= th.: ball
n:al·he ... the La.,,1ca ..,ccond ht1wmtm. Subii!CO
"-Clll on to v. in 1hc game 13-1. with 2 \teal<. for

U\C\ grc:1t

:~~n lhe knick of time. a Trojan
ah erunncr ,Ituc, hcaJliN into third ju\t
cad ol lhc thm\\,

"Our 1cam i, ,ery
-.clf-moti,med."
• Hrhm Donnell) ( 10)

Sam.
2. Senior pitcher Tom Canal.la rclea-.cs one or
hi ... fa,tbalb. a pitch that carried the Trojan:- to
\C\lm.ll v.ios.Hc thrcv. lWO ,trike-mu:- in IV.O
inning ... in hh 111":,I game ol the <,eason to pitch.

"With other team!..
indi"idual

prohlcm, are
hidden. but ,, e
help ,ohc
pmblem-,10
become beuer."
• Fred Jon~ ( 12)
"My teammate., arc
not critical of other\

"llo" much time v.e
-,pcm.l10gc1hcr.
wi1hour

teammate,."
- Brit McKenzie

111)

What makes
the team
special?

If you wish to succeed in life
make perseverance your bosom friend ,
experience your wise counselor,
caution your elder brother,
and hope your guardian genius.
Love,
, c:Le.;:.n:..;.o.;:.r;.:a=n-=:-- - : - : - - - - i
, _D~adf.~-------M_u_m _

you accomplish next!!
Much love,
Mom, Dad, Trey,
Grant & Connor

We are proud of you , Jude!
Grandpa '47 Dad '78 Uncle Ted '80
Uncle Ed '81 Uncle Andy '82 Uncle Don '84

Joe and Jude
Nothing ever changes

Cole,
Congratulations on your achievement at Subiaco
Academy. Mere words can not describe how proud I am.
You have grown into rhe most unbelievable young man
and will make a positive impact in the world.
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Co instead where
there is no path and leave a trail." Ralph Waldo Emerson

90

Jason
Youn g

You've done iL! We're so proud of you
for hanging in there and completing this part of the race. But this is not the end.
This is only Lhe beginning of a great new adventure in your Life and we can't wait to see where it takes you next.
Always remember your family and God loves you.
Mom, Dad, Jacob and Joie
''For I know the plans I have for you." declares the Lord. "plans to prosper you and 1101 ro harm you. plans to gi\'e you
hope and a future." Jeremiah 29:J J

Your accomplishmems. awards and a hievements are a te5.tament to your atlitude
and leadership. Your perseverance through the tough times serves as a testament
to your love for God and desire to 1,ucceed. We were proud of the boy you once
were and now you have made us all very proud of the man you've become but
mostly. we love you for being the person thai you are.

STAY STRONG!

!

I
f
During your years at Subiaco
we have watched you grow physically,
mentally and spiritually. We are so
proud of you!
May God continue to guide your
future.

Orama Rosy and Papa Corky

.
Son,
We are so proud of you. Time
has flown and it is hard to believe
you are graduating high school.
You have worked hard and
come an awesome man.

ANCHORS
AWEIGH!
We love you,
Mother, Daddy
and
Mary-Claire

Congratulations to my Golden Nugge11!
So proud of you.
Love. ana

Andres Martin-de-Nicolas

Sam Gulutzo
Your future is looking good .
You have much to think about,
but nothing
to worry about.
We are so proud
of you.
Love,
Mom & Dad
P.S. Is it leather
or vinyl?

Dear Andres --

Eighteen years go by fast! You 've set
goals, and achieved them ... Eagle Scout,
outdoorsman, electric guitarist, long
distance runner, Honor Roll, service to the

community, iPod repairman, Coury House
helper, Paypal entrepreneur, Resident

Assistant, tutor... did we miss
anything??? We love you!!!
Dad, Mom, Alex & Paulina

'1to,rJratulatlooo 2009 q5radJatee
Go Trojans!
TROJAN SHOP

I
LL Harter Services
Distributor of Services and Merchandise to the Trojan Shop
Lu and Les Harter ('55)

Congratulat ions Alec Harter
You've come a long way!

Grandpa, Nana, Mom and Arianna

'09 Seniors and Coaches
Thanks for a fantastic and exciting football seaso .
It was a privilege to watch you all play.

~ ··411o, ---il============================

Tyler Carr

Bill Heil, All grown up and ready to play!

Congratulations!
Love,
the Judd family

Rock on Bill.
We are as proud of
you as parents can
be.

We love you
Tender,
we love you
True.

Set your eye on
the goal.
Take your best
shot
and
score.
Basketball,
just
like
real

life.

k_ Congra tulations, Ty ler! We

now you have a great future
ahead of you. We hope you
succeed in continuing
Your educati on and realizing

Your dreams, whatever path
you may choose.
Love,
Grandma Carr

Tyler,
Today 1 cry a proud tear of joy for you and your
classmates, the young men you have become. I
am proud of what Subiaco has done for you and
for what you have done for Subiaco.
lf you choose to take nothing else with you, take
U1e gifts Subiaco has given you and enrich the
world.
Love, Mom
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~ ~cam, Jucob 13. I 7. 45. 74
10. 24. 33. 3-1 . 35. 59.
83 n. Ji Young
~~~Xander. Abe 7. -16. 5-1. 66. 67. 78
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Br·i~cl · Ma.,on 36. 37. 5-L 66
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Reagan,
It has been four years since you left home
and famil y in purs uit of your dreams. It must
have been difficult for you to adjust to
entirely new culture and become part of it as
a fo reigner. Nevertheless, you endured and
never gave up when confronted with harsh
situ ation s, and now look at what a fine man
you have become . We are very proud of
you. We hope you achieve your goals with
your constant passion and ettort.
Congratulations on graduating!
Love ,
Mom, Dad, Hyojin
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Yun. Ryan 10. 11. n. 33. 34. J5. 49.
Rhode,, Johmtthan 37. 39. 5
Rigano. Em il '.'! 4. 6. 30. 33. 34. 35. 59 56. 81
35.
34.
.
n
:
30.
13.
Roben,on. Cole 4. 5.
55
Rudolph. Chris 9. 11. 18. 30. JJ. 34.
56. 67
RuC-.C\lolld. Ethan 37. J9. 48. 56
Rue!.e\\t1ld. Jude 18, 30. 33. 34. 35. 63.
Zee. B}ong Goo 10. 36. 38. 40
64. 85
Ryu. Rcag:in 10. 11. 16. 31. 33. 34. 56.
62. 63. 6-1. 83

Rhe!l.m1o. Alec '.?0. 21. -t I. 43
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Colopho n
The 63rd volu me of PAX was printed by Jostens
Publishing of Topeka, Kansas. Pages we re created
through the online version, YearBookAvenue.
The theme of The Many Sides of ... was created by
the yearbook staff. The cover design was created by
Jostens' artist Bill Hook. The 100 pages are printed on
high gloss paper.
The PAX staff includes seniors Adam Callahan , Will
Kluempers and Brit McKenzie; juniors Josh Burt and
Stephen Liuzza; and sophomores Matt Burt and Zach
Boyer.
Special thanks to Mr. Bob Shelton for his computer
assistance, and to Br. Ephrem O'Bryan and Mrs. Jill
Burke for photo coverage.

Page Sponsors
Eimers Plumbing & Electric
North Logan Abstract
Slug Out Boxing
Radio Shack
Spec's Family Grooming
Medi-Quik Pharmacy
Viv's Boutique
Spivey DDS
Cravens Abstract & Title
Mike Frederick's Body Shop
El Parian
Kuts by Huck
Street Tires
Rose Drug
Hometown Computers
Paris Inn
Bank of the Ozarks
Edward Jones
Susan's Beauty Salon
First National Bank of Paris
Weigant's Pharmacy
The Outpost
Subiaco Federal Credit Union
Hardwicke's Furniture
Elksen Insurance
Farmers Co-op
Dari-Delight
Scott's Flowers
NAPA Auto Parts

Memorable
experiences
Working with Photoshop and learing how
to "edit" other people's
pages.

Adam Callahan 12
Getting to miss
classes to help with
taking pictures on
Pictu re Day.

Will Kluempers 12
I had a good time,
but it was not as
easy as it seems. I
had to put a lot of
time and effort into it.

Matt Burt 10
Dealing with Corel
and Photos~op was a
fun experience . Being
on the yearbook staff
got me accustomed
to the new students.

Stephen Liuzza 11
Learning how to create
the yearbook and work
Photoshc;,p at Arkansa
Tech

Zach Boyer JO
Going to Paris, AR ,
and talking to the
many people about
putting an ad in the
yearbook.

Josh Burt 11
Spending time with all
my classmates and
learning what it takes
to be involved in a
journalism staff.

Brit McKenzie 12

The values. fashion and
vitality of the Obama
ly resonate with Amencans

:::'°81

Publ1C1nteres1intnefirslf
;;:,~• that ot Iha "1terest : :
nedy family In the l960s.

In Septemt>er. Google and General Electric
partner 10 develop clean 1echnolog1es
Modemizmg the nall()nat elecinc grief to
enable wider deplOyment of wind. solar and
geothermal energy will be an earty pnonry.

which was destroyed by
Hurricane Katona. Pitt
cootriliutes S5 million to

theproJeci.

teer lhetr bme on the 2009 MartJn
r King Jr. Day of SeMce, January 19.
10 conunue throughout the year. More
12.000 serv,ce proJects take plaOe
!he country.

0

TheChnese
ll!le,but~tstaketheteam
(floor ex.erase

(all-arooncl)

0

MVP Santonlo Hol
catch In Iha comer:75 makes a 11p-toe
lhe end zone with
35 S8COOds

s::Sa:'ng

10 lead the
P1nsburgh
Arizona
past the
Cardinals 27•23 m Super
XUII
Bowl
J'""""' Johnson
the NASCAR ~ures
tCup
champonsh

i_ladelphia Phl!Hes win th .
V1Ctory over the Tampa :)/ second World
The filth ga
to complete afler a rain

de:tays.

0

ipforthelhird
straight
Lowe's year Jn his famous #48
Chevrolel Impala SS.

f

Shawn JohnsOO

ta!~=

medals for the U.S.

Uulun
gold

becomes the only act In Nielsen
SoundScan hJStory 10 have four
albums that debt.JI with 500,000

ormorecoplE!SSOld.

Text1ng becomes the new wnting.
Teens everywhere learn to
double-thumb miniature ke~rds
and invent a new language of

abbreviations and signs

style trends this year
lude baggy pants, oversi
nglasses, designer pu
ack nail p!Xlsh and plaids

'!,~~

jostens

•

